
 

Registering Team Members and Substitutes for Senior League 2022 
 

DLMs should sign in to the DLTC Directory, click on Club and then Team Selection. This 

will display the teams you have entered in the relevant Classes, together with access to 

Substitutes and Scorers. 

 

Teams must be selected in full, before working on the Substitutes listing. 

 

When your teams have been fully registered, then start working on your Substitutes listing. 

Please select "Populate with valid subs" (found near bottom of page). The substitutes listing 

is in Alphabetical Order. 

 

Please remove from your subs listing:- 

- Any player no longer a member of your Club 

-Any player not eligible to play in this League. 

 

The remaining players must all now be given a Lowest Class designation as appropriate. If 

your lowest team is Class 4 then no sub should be registered lower than Class 4. 

 

Scorers for this League should now be input. 

 

A similar exercise must be undertaken for Men’s O/45 and Men’s O/55 League. Please 

note that any male player O/55 (not registered on a team) should be included in all three 

age groups of Substitutes listing. Likewise a player O/45 (and under 55) should be input on 

the O/35 and O/45 substitutes listing. The three Men’s Leagues are separate entities and 

the substitution listings cannot be integrated.  

Nominated team members shall only play in the age category for which they are nominated 

(Rule 34.4.1). 

Registered substitutes may play in any age category for which they are eligible by age and 

for which they are registered as a substitute. However, any player who plays more than one 

match as a substitute in any Age Category or for a higher team in the same Age Category 

shall thereupon cease to be eligible to play in a different Age Category or for a lower team 

in the same Age Category (Rule 34.4.2) 

  

The Teams and Substitutes listing must now be printed for full checking by a second person 

to ensure all details are correct and complete. The print buttons are at the bottom of the screen 

underneath the Scorers. When checking is complete, please click on "Submit teams / subs / 

scorers" button. Please make sure to "Print Teams and Print Subs" listings so you have a 

record of exactly what has been submitted to us. 

 

Registration of Teams and Subs must be submitted by 23:59 on Tuesday, 30th August 2022 

and no additions / amendments will be allowed after submission. 

 

 

 


